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Cod. Art. :
AP4012

Urological electric visit armchair 2 sections, electric adjustable height with
Trendelenburg

Chair specifically designed to be used in surgeries and hospital environments for urology,
ultrasound and diagnostic visits. Each
adjustment of the chair is allowed by a foot mobile console with 6 integrated pedals that activate
three electrical actuators. Such actuators control the height adjument through a column with
compass system, the trendelenburg movement and backrest up/down.
Ergonomics has been adapted to customer needs, offering maximum comfort to the patient. The
structure is made of steel including resins
of polyester INTERPON 700AB. Such resins guarantee high protection standards and, above all,
they off er an high level of resistance during
cleaning and disinfecting operations.
It is possible to move the armchair through the wheels put under the basement, during cleaning
procedures.
Anatomical padding of the backrest and seat made of fire retardant polyurethane foam, with
elegant and simple design.
Upholstery fabric fire retardant class 1IM, washable and seamless.

Movements
The height and backrest adjustments together with trendelenburg movement are done by 3
electrics actuators 24V, controlled by a mobile foot console with 6 pedals, with electric protection
IP66
- Height adjustment from 520 to 810 mm
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- Trendelenburg adjustment 12°
- Electric backrest adjustment from 10° to 75°
A foot pedal placed on the back side of the basement allows the bed to be unlocked and moved.

Equipped with
- extractable and removable basin made of stainless steel
- pair of footrest with chrome plated steel frame and swiveling feet support in painted steel, height-
adjustable and retractable, with provision of feet strap
- upholstered armrest, adjustable in height
- equipotential clamp
- rechargeable battery
- ABS covering for basement and washable seat
- basement equipped with foldaway system of wheels with lock/unlock control
- seat with hollow
- lying areas padded with slabs composed by foam, for a perfect contour support
- covering made of fireproof plastic class 1 IM, washable, seamless
- paper roll support mounted on the backside of chair, with support made of chromed steel
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Accessory:

AP4299-I.V. STAND FOR AP4297/AP4197/AP4010/AP4010

AP4059-HEADREST FOR AP4010/AP4012 EXAMINATION COUCHES

AV4082-LEATHERETTE COVERING FOR AV4078 PAIR OF
POLYURETHANE THIGHS SUPPORTS

AV4078-COUPLE OF ANATOMIC SUPPORTS FOR THIGHS


